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THEY SAY, “WE NEED
PLANNED PARENTHOOD”

Skip Andrews

INTRODUCTION1

What is the goal of woman’s upward struggle? Is it voluntary
motherhood? Is it general freedom? Or is it the birth of a new
race?2

These are the opening lines in the last chapter of Woman and the
New Race, written by Margaret Sanger and first published in 1920. The
title of the chapter is: “The Goal.” In her own words, here are some
features of her goal:

• “Voluntary motherhood implies a new morality—a vigorous,
constructive, liberated morality.”

• “It will set its face against the conversion of women into
mechanical maternity and toward the creation of a new race.”

• “It is the essential function of voluntary motherhood to choose its
own mate, to determine the time of childbearing and to regulate
strictly the number of offspring.”

• “Thus and only thus will woman be able to transmit to her
offspring these qualities which make for a greater race.”

• “Birth control itself, often denounced as a violation of natural
law, is nothing more or less than the facilitation of the process of
weeding out the unfit, of preventing the birth of defectives or of
those who will become defectives.”

• “When motherhood becomes the fruit of a deep yearning, not the
result of ignorance or accident, its children will become the
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foundation of a new race. There will be no killing of babies in
the womb by abortion, nor through neglect in foundling homes,
nor will there be infanticide.

• “The daughters of such women will not be given over to injustice
and to prostitution; the sons will not perish in industry nor upon
the battle field.”

• “When the last fetter falls the evils that have resulted from the
suppression of woman’s will to freedom will pass. Child slavery,
prostitution, feeblemindedness, physical deterioration, hunger,
oppression and war will disappear from the earth.”3

The final paragraph of the book is a fitting transition for our study
of the evil monster that Margaret Sanger labored to entrench in the
cultures of the world until her death in 1966. It says:

In their subjection women have not been brave enough, strong
enough, pure enough to bring forth great sons and daughters.
Abused soil brings forth stunted growths. An abused motherhood
has brought forth a low order of humanity. Great beings come
forth at the call of high desire. Fearless motherhood goes out in
love and passion for justice to all mankind. It brings forth fruit
after its own kind. When the womb becomes fruitful through the
desire of an aspiring love, another Newton will come forth to
unlock the secrets of the earth and the stars. There will come a
Plato who will be understood, a Socrates who will drink no
hemlock, and a Jesus who will not die upon the cross. These and
the race that is to be in America await upon a motherhood that
is to be sacred because it is free.4

It has been almost one hundred years since she began this project which
is now in more than one hundred and fifty countries through a global
network of Member Associations.5

The objectives of Margaret Sanger are in place and are being
promoted with more than ten billion dollars each year6—but the goals,
the results, and the promises of her dream have not been realized. And
there is no evidence that they ever will be.

Planned Parenthood was designed by Margaret Sanger to be
godless, anti-biblical, and manipulative. As we learn something of its
history, philosophy, and practices, we will see this to be true.

It is not about purity, family, marriage, or morality. It is not about
pleasing God by learning and doing His will. It is about a very troubled
woman who saw some real problems and sought to solve them with a
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philosophy and vain deceit that has not worked—and it cannot work.
This is not to say that all who are involved in some way with Planned
Parenthood have precisely the same agenda, that all methods of birth
control are sinful, that there are no real problems about who, when, and
why people become parents, or that we hate those who promote the
anti-biblical philosophy of this organization. But the world is filled
with the plans and schemes of vain deceit, and we, as the called-out
people of God, must take our place on the front lines to provide
Biblical responses so that these vanities can be overturned, and the lives
of people can be turned upright.

WHO ARE THEY AND WHAT HAVE THEY DONE?

Many people have been involved in the development, evolution,
and promotion of the causes of Planned Parenthood. In its various
forms and causes, it has been “front-page” almost continuously for
nearly a century. Its roots go back farther, and include the childhood of
its founding mother, Margaret Sanger.

• Born as Margaret Higgins in 1879 to a Catholic mother and an
agnostic father.

• The sixth of eleven children.

• Began her career of radical activism in 1911, learning “the
propaganda techniques that were to later stand her in such great
stead” from a long list of leftist stalwarts (Emma Goldman,
Eugene Hebs, Bill Hegwood, John Reed) and various like-
minded organizations (International Workers of the World, the
United World Federalists, the Euthanasia Society of America, the
American Civil Liberties Union, and the Federal Council of
Churches).

• By 1913, she committed herself to spread knowledge about birth
control.

• Her first marriage was to William Sanger, to whom she was
unfaithful. She later left him. They had two sons and a daughter.

• She was known to have many sexual partners. Milford Dodge
wrote, “She was the first person I ever knew who was openly an
ardent propagandist for the joys of the flesh. This in those days
was radical indeed.” Her lovers included English sexologist
Havelock Ellis (who wrote the preface to her book Woman and
the New Race), Hugh de Selincourt, Harold Child, H.G. Wells,
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Corey Alberson, her lawyer J.G. Goldstein, Angus S. MacDon-
ald, and more.

• From 1914-1922, she aggressively pursued her birth control
agenda, even having to flee the country (to England via Canada)
to avoid arrest. She left her family behind. After coming back,
she opened the first American birth control clinic in Brooklyn
(1916), founded a magazine (Birth Control Review, 1917),
founded the American Birth Control League (April 22, 1922,
which was the parent of Planned Parenthood).7

Two significant choices were made by Sanger while she was in
England. The first choice was to attend meetings with radical groups in
Britain.

As soon as she came ashore, Margaret began to make contact
with the various radical groups of Britain. She began attending
Socialist lectures on Nietzsche’s moral relativism, Anarchist
lectures on Kropotkin’s subversive pragmatism, and Communist
lectures on Bakunin’s collectivistic rationalism. But she was
especially interested in developing ties with the Malthusians.

Thomas Malthus was a nineteenth-century professor of political
economy whose theories of population growth and economic
stability quickly became the basis for national and international
social policy throughout the West. According to his scheme,
population grows exponentially over time, while production only
grows arithmetically. Poverty, deprivation, and hunger are thus
evidence of a population crisis. It follows that the only responsi-
ble social policy is one that addresses the unnatural problem of
population growth. In fact, Malthus argued, to deal with sick-
ness, crime, privation, and need in any other way simply
aggravates the problems further.

In his magnum opus An Essay on the Principle of Population,
published in six editions from 1798 to 1826, Malthus wrote:

All children born, beyond what would be required to keep up the
population to a desired level, must necessarily perish, unless room
be made for them by the deaths of grown persons ... Therefore ...
we should facilitate, instead of foolishly and vainly endeavoring
to impede, the operations of nature in producing this mortality;
and if we dread the too frequent visitation of the horrid form of
famine, we should sedulously encourage the other forms of
destruction, which we compel nature to use. Instead of recom-
mending cleanliness to the poor, we should encourage contrary
habits. In our towns we should make the streets narrower, crowd
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more people into the houses, and court the return of the plague. In
the country, we should build our villages near stagnant pools, and
particularly encourage settlements in all marshy and unwholesome
situations. But above all, we should reprobate specific remedies
for ravaging diseases; and restrain those benevolent, but much
mistaken men, who have thought they were doing a service to
mankind by projecting schemes for the total extirpation of
particular disorders.

Malthus’s disciples—the Malthusians and the Neo Malthu-
sians—believed that if Western civilization were to survive, the
physically unfit, the materially poor, the spiritually diseased, the
racially inferior, and the mentally incompetent had to be
eliminated. And while Malthus was forthright in recommending
plague, pestilence, and putrification, his disciples felt that the
subtler approaches of education, contraception, sterilization,
and abortion were more practical ways to ease the pressures of
over-population.8

The second choice Sanger made had to do with sex.

But even more important than these institutional and intellectual
connections, Margaret’s English exile gave her the opportunity
to make some critical interpersonal connections as well. Her bed
became a veritable meeting place for the Fabian upper crust:
H.G. Wells, George Bernard Shaw, Arnold Bennett, Arbuthnot
Lane, and Norman Haire. And of course, it was then that she
began her unusual and tempestuous affair with Havelock Ellis.

Ellis was the iconoclastic grandfather of the Bohemian sexual
revolution. The author of nearly fifty books on every aspect of
concupiscence from sexual inversion to auto-eroticism, from the
revolution of obscenity to the mechanism of detumescence, from
sexual periodicity to pornographic eonism, he had provided the
free love movement with much of its intellectual apologia, so he
spent his life in pursuit of new and ever more exotic sensual
pleasures ...

To Margaret, Ellis was a modern day saint. She adored him at
once, both for his radical ideas and for his unusual bedroom
behavior. The two of them began to plot a strategy for Marga-
ret’s cause. Ellis emphasized the necessity of political expedi-
ency. Margaret would have to tone down her pro-abortion
stance. She would, he said, have to distance herself from
revolutionary rhetoric. The scientific and philanthropic-sounding
themes of Malthus and Eugenics would have to replace the
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politically charged themes of old-line labor Anarchism and
Socialism.

By the time her year in England was over, Margaret’s ideas were
firmly in place, her strategy was thoroughly mapped out, and her
agenda was carefully outlined.

She set out for America with a demonic determination to alter
the course of Western civilization.

Ultimately, she succeeded.9

• In 1922, she married J. Noah Slee (of Three-in-One oil fame),
whose great wealth financed many of her projects. They had
what would be known today as an open marriage, which left her
free to pursue her sexual sins.

• While an editor, her themes were constant: “(1) the value of birth
control in promoting social goods such as personal health, family
life, economic stability, liberation from biological slavery, and
world peace; (2) opposition to birth control came from militarists
and Catholics—primarily the bishops, and, of course, their
servile Protestant supporters, and (3) birth control would
eliminate disease, crime, and the burden of the socially and/or
eugenically unfit having children.”

• Through the 1920s and 30s, she pursued her agenda under the
birth control label in such a way that progress was constant.10

• Accomplishing her agenda was made much easier because of a
pre-nuptial agreement she forced Slee to sign. She could come
and go as she pleased. He, a “conservative church-going Episco-
palian,” signed it even though he opposed her stand. She wanted
his fortune, and he wanted her to know he loved her, so the
match was made.11

• In 1939, her views and “vision for dealing with the reproductive
practices of black Americans emerged.” Working with Dr.
Clarence J. Gamble (of Proctor and Gamble) a strategy “Sugges-
tions for Negro Project” was developed. She agreed with his
assessments (including using black leaders to convince people
that it was not an extermination plot). She wrote to Gamble, “We
do not want the word to go out that we want to exterminate the
Negro population and the minister is the man who can straighten
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that idea out if it ever occurs to any of their more rebellious
members.”12

• Because of her Malthusian and Eugenic connections, she had
become closely associated with the scientists and theorists who
put together Nazi Germany’s “race purification” program. She
had openly endorsed the euthanasia, sterilization, abortion, and
infanticide programs of the early Reich. She published a number
of articles in the Birth Control Review that mirrored Hitler’s
Aryan-White Supremacist rhetoric. She even commissioned Dr.
Ernst Rudin, the director of the Nazi Medical Experimentation
program, to write for The Review himself. Naturally, when World
War II broke out and the grisly details of the Nazi programs
began to come to light, Margaret was forced to backpedal her
position and cover up her complicity. The Great Depression had
been a boon for racist and Eugenic arguments, but those days
were now past. Charges of anti-Semitism had been harmlessly
hurled at her since her trial in 1917, but now that Auschwitz and
Dachau had become very much a part of the public conscience,
she realized she would have to do something, and quickly. Her
first step toward redeeming her public image was to change the
name of her organization. “Planned Parenthood” was a name that
had been proposed from within the birth control movement since
at least 1938. One of the arguments for the new name was that it
connoted a positive program and conveyed a clean, wholesome,
family-oriented image. It diverted attention from the international
and revolutionary intentions of the movement, focusing instead
on the personal and individual dimensions of birth control. By
1942, it was decided. The organization would be called the
Planned Parenthood Federation of America.

• She continued her promiscuous lifestyle, became involved in the
occult, became addicted to drugs and alcohol through the 1940s,
and on September 6, 1966, she died after spending nearly all of
Slee’s fortune.13

The history of Planned Parenthood is filled with people who
endorse Margaret Sanger, her lifestyle, and her agenda.

“Dr. Alan Guttmacher, the man who immediately succeeded her as
president of Planned Parenthood Federation of America, once said, ‘We
are merely walking down the path that Mrs. Sanger carved out for
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us.’”14 Faye Wattleton, president of the PPFA in 1988 echoed the
sentiments of Guttmacher by saying that she was “proud” to be
“walking in the footsteps of Margaret Sanger.”15 Her grandson,
Alexander Sanger, is in those footprints, too. According to Angela
Franks, he argues that “abortion serves the goal of healthy families, and
it is easy to see how disabled babies would be considered manifestly
‘unhealthy,’ both in themselves and also for their families.”16

This brief summary of the history of Planned Parenthood has
concentrated on Margaret Sanger for the following reasons:

• The roots of a movement are very important. We need to know
something of the background in order to truly understand what
has grown out of it.

• The roots of Margaret’s troubled childhood, religious confusion,
obsession with sex, and training in England can help us to
understand why this movement began with her slogan, “No
Gods, No Masters.”17 It can help us to understand why Planned
Parenthood today is so interested in sex education minus
morality, abortion on demand, political connections, and money.

• The attitudes she had toward large families in that (to her) they
are the root of almost all social ills from disease to unhappiness
to starvation to war makes it easier to understand why she would
say, “The most merciful thing that the large family does to one
of its infant members is to kill it.”18

WHAT ARE THEY THINKING?

They are thinking about population control, sex without conse-
quences (spiritual, physical, familial), not having to answer to anyone
(spouse, parents, the unborn, or God), power without the restrictions of
law, the home, or society, and they are thinking that if they can say
things in just the right way, we will not get so worked up about it. Now,
we will look at some of the things they think about birth control,
abortion, sex education, and eugenics.

Birth Control

Controlling the population by preventing birth is a necessity to
them. That might not sound so bad, until we ask how, who, when, and
why! Sanger wrote of this throughout Woman and the New Race. On
pages 44-46, she gives a concise statement with implications of what
would be involved:
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We must, therefore, not permit an increase in population that we
are not prepared to care for to the best advantage—that we are
not prepared to do justice to, educationally and economically.
We must popularize birth control thinking. We must not leave it
hapharzardly to be the privilege of the already privileged. We
must put this means of freedom and growth into the hands of the
masses.

We must set motherhood free. We must give the foreign and
submerged mother knowledge that will enable her to prevent
bringing to birth children she does not want. We know that in
each of these submerged and semisubmerged elements of the
population there are rich factors of racial culture. Motherhood is
the channel through which these cultures flow. Motherhood,
when free to choose the father, free to choose the time and the
number of children who shall result from the union, automati-
cally works in wondrous ways. It refuses to bring forth weak-
lings; refuses to bring forth slaves; refuses to bear children who
must live under the conditions described. It withholds the unfit,
brings forth the fit; brings few children into homes where there
is not sufficient to provide for them. Instinctively it avoids all
those things which multiply racial handicaps. Under such
circumstances we can hope that the “melting pot” will refine. We
shall see that it will save the precious metals of racial culture,
fused into an amalgam of physical perfection, mental strength
and spiritual progress. Such an American race, containing the
best of all racial elements, could give to the world a vision and
a leadership beyond our present imagination.19

Birth control was not about giving people options as much as it was
about preventing birth as much as possible. And this includes the
concept of “mandatory population control measures—measures
carefully designed to deny the freedom to choose.”20

Abortion

Abortion has been practiced worldwide for many centuries and for
many reasons. Abortion, as it is practiced in the United States today,
has evolved rapidly since Margaret Sanger came on the scene. Her
descriptions of abortion in Woman and the New Race could lead the
reader to believe that she was against it. She was certainly against a
system that made abortion “the” option—since birth control (as she
envisioned it) was not. But she was not against abortion altogether.
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• In March 1914, she hinted at approval of abortion in The Woman
Rebel (Vol. 1 No. 1). She suggested that feminists would “claim
the right to be lazy ... an unmarried mother ... to create ... to
destroy ...”

• In 1916, she wrote “I found that the women of wealth were able
to have abortions performed on them if it became necessary ...”

• In 1919, her magazine noted that when it came to rich women, a
skilled abortionist “brings almost no danger to the life of the
patient.”21

• In 1921, at a meeting of Sanger’s American Birth Control
League, Dr. Andre Tridon said: “I also believe one thing, that the
meaning of the perfectly insignificant operation called abortion
should be made clear to all women ... the operation is extremely
insignificant, much less dangerous than having your nails
manicured or having your face shaved in a more or less antiseptic
barber shop. You may tell me ... that we will be breaking the law
... Well ... breaking the law is not a crime, but a public duty.”
Margaret’s comment was, “I think the question of legality is
quite settled in the principles and aims of the League ... we know
we have to change the law. There is no question about that.”22

Relatively few people living today—and no young people living
today—remember a time when abortion was illegal or even limited. We
live in a time when abortion for nearly any reason—or no reason—is
a “right.” It is such a right that parents of unmarried teens do not have
to be informed, fathers do not have a say, and as always, the unborn are
silent still. The proliferation of birth control has not slowed the
progress of abortion—to say nothing of how much it has led to the
increase of sexual sins and abortion among the unmarried.

A culture that wants to have its own way in spite of the God of
heaven, the Bible, or the Constitution, is having its day. On this
“thinking,” Judge Robert H. Bork:

The extra-constitutional individualism that undergirds the
“constitutional” right to abortion was made clearest in the joint
opinion of three justices in Planned Parenthood v. Casey. These
Justices, whose votes created a majority to sustain most of Roe,
invented a heretofore unheard-of constitutional right to “personal
dignity and autonomy.” They attempted to explain the appear-
ance of this previously unsuspected right by saying: “At the
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heart of liberty is the right to define one’s own concept of
existence, of meaning, of the universe, and of the mystery of
human life.” Beliefs about such matters were said to define
“personhood,” which is to be protected from state compulsion.
It is not recorded that any American government, from the
founding on, has ever thought it worthwhile to compel anyone’s
concept of meaning or of the mystery of human life. What this
judicial grandiloquence means, aside from a right to have an
abortion, nobody knows. But then hymns to radical individual-
ism are necessarily murky and obscure. This particular one is
known in the trade as “the mystery passage.”23

Sex Education

Upon the shoulders of the woman conscious of her freedom rests
the responsibility of creating a new sex morality. The vital
difference between a morality thus created by women and the so-
called morality of today, is that the new standard will be based
upon knowledge and freedom while the old is founded upon
ignorance and submission.24

Planned Parenthood today is involved in comprehensive sex
education that endorses and encourages almost everything that is
revealed in the Bible as sinful.25 Dobson and Bauer say:

Let’s deal with the obvious question head on: Why do bureau-
crats and researchers and Planned Parenthood types fight so hard
to preserve adolescent promiscuity? Why do they balk at the
thought of intercourse occurring only in the context of marriage?
Why have they completely removed the door marked “Premarital
Sex” for a generation of vulnerable teenagers?

Their motivation is not that difficult to understand. Multiplied
millions of dollars are generated each year in direct response to
teenage sexual irresponsibility. Kids jumping into bed with each
other are supporting entire industries of grateful adults. The
abortion business alone brings in an estimated $600 million
annually.26

The sex education agenda of Planned Parenthood is at least as
revolting as the abortion agenda. Their methods are vile, evil, and from
the devil (read the chapters recommended in endnote 25).

Dobson summarizes their plan in four points:

1. Provide “value-free” guidance on sexuality to teenagers.
Heaven forbid any preference for morality or sexual responsi-
bility being expressed.
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2. Provide unlimited quantities of contraceptives to adolescents,
dispensed aggressively from clinics located on junior and
senior high campuses. In so doing, a powerful statement is
made to teenagers about adult approval of premarital sexual
activity.

3. Keep parents out of the picture by every means possible. Staff
members of Planned Parenthood can then assume the parental
role and communicate their libertarian philosophy to teens.

4. Provide unlimited access to free abortions for young women
who become pregnant; again, without parental involvement or
permission.27

Planned Parenthood claims that their approach to sex education will
reduce pregnancies among young people. Studies of their claims prove
that the opposite is true.

• For every 1,000 teens enrolled in family planning clinics, there
are 50 to 100 more pregnancies!

• Planned Parenthood’s own data proves that their claims that
pregnancies and abortions would decrease were both wrong!

• Researchers concluded, “When a program clearly should work,
but apparently doesn’t, it is important to find out why.”28

Dobson and Bauer proposed their own four-point plan:

1. Secure the involvement of parents in the system.

2. Teach sexual abstinence to teenagers, just as we attempt to
teach them to abstain from drug and alcohol usage and
other harmful behavior.

3. Remove the incentives from teens to become pregnant.
Today an adolescent girl can obtain her own apartment and
several hundred dollars per month from the government for
having a baby out of wedlock.

4. Finally, we should lead our children early into a knowledge
of the Bible and obedience to the commandments of Christ.29

Eugenics30

Most people know by now, the twenty-first century, what
abortion is, even if not all the details. Not so many, however,
might be familiar with eugenics. The dictionary defines eugenics
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as “... a science concerned with improving ... the human species,
by such means as influencing or encouraging reproduction by
persons presumed to have desirable genetic traits.” Another
definition of eugenics is “well born.” The term was first coined
in 1853 by an Englishman, Sir Francis Galton, a cousin of
Charles Darwin.31

Eugenics was and is a very important and serious element of the
philosophy of Margaret Sanger and her followers to this day, including
her grandson, who wrote his book in 2004. Angela Franks made the
following points that show the eugenic spirit of Margaret Sanger,
contemporary parallels, and Margaret’s grandson, Alexander.

• Intimately linked with her belief in the goodness and necessity of
birth control was a eugenic desire to control the reproduction of
the “unfit.” Birth control was for “fit” women like herself, who
wished to be freed from the difficulties of childbirth and child
rearing in order to pursue a bourgeois, romantic vision of sexual
freedom. But it was also for those women who were “unfit,” who
“recklessly” perpetuated their damaged genetic stock by irre-
sponsibly breeding more children in an already overpopulated
world. If the latter did not voluntarily embrace birth control,
according to Sanger, it should be forced upon them.

• Population control was a natural extension of Sanger’s eugenic
desire for population “quality, not quantity”; she insisted, “a
qualitative factor as opposed to a quantitative one is of primary
importance in dealing with the great masses of humanity.” She
was one of the first and most influential activists to extend the
influence of eugenics by concentrating on population control
(that is, concentrating on the “not quantity” side of the eugenic
equation), and her organizations made sure she would not be the
last. Indeed, scientific demography had its ideological origins in
eugenics. Demography’s attitude toward people was also
determined by the “quantity vs. quality” dichotomy. Thus, the
concern for reducing the number of people born was interwoven
with the eugenic desire to reducing the number of “unfit” people
born.

• We see in Sanger’s 1920 book Woman and the New Race that,
underlying Sanger’s promotion of birth control, was her under-
standing of what she called the “sex servitude” of women. The
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inferior place of woman was caused by her acceptance of the
“chains” forged by “the maternal functions of her nature.” When
“unenlightened” women participated in what she called the
“wickedness of large families,” they foisted upon the world
hordes of “cheap” human beings. Note that human beings (and,
therefore, women) do not have an innate dignity. They are like
a commodity that loses its value when the market is flooded.
These worthless people in turn became the ignorant, idle,
impoverished class. Thus, “woman has, through her reproductive
ability, founded and perpetuated the tyrannies of the Earth.”

• She believes, at least in 1920, that free men and women bring
forth fit children, while unfree parents can only bring forth the
unfit. That is, she has not at this point embraced a full-blown
eugenic determinism when it comes to the poor, as she will
eventually. In 1939, for example, in a letter to Frederick Osborn,
the head of the American Eugenics Society, she insists that the
poor as a class should have their fertility controlled; whether or
not they are “free” is no longer a consideration.

• By all means there should be no children when mother (or
father) suffers from such diseases as tuberculosis, gonorrhea,
syphilis, cancer, epilepsy, insanity, drunkenness or mental
disorders ... No more children should be born when the parents,
though healthy themselves, find that their children are physically
or mentally defective. No matter how much they desire children,
no man and woman have a right to bring into the world those
who are sure to suffer from mental or physical affliction. It
condemns the child to a life of misery and places upon the
community the burden of caring for them, probably of their
defective descendants for many generations.

• The feminine spirit, Sanger contends, when freed from fear of
unwanted children, will naturally channel itself into an appropri-
ately eugenic maternity. This is due to Sanger’s hyper-romantic
idea of sexual love in which the free development of the person-
alities of the lovers always takes precedence over the responsibil-
ities of parenting ... What does such a life look like? “Theirs is
the opportunity to keep abreast of the times, to make and
cultivate a varied circle of friends, to seek amusements as suits
their taste and means, to know the meaning of real recreation. All
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of these things remain unrealized desires to the prolific mother.”
They are, in other words, “fit mothers of the race ... the courted
comrades of the men they choose, rather than the ‘slaves of
slaves.’”

• This combination of eugenics with sexual free-thinking can be
seen in Sanger’s essay, “The Need of Birth Control in America,”
published in Birth Control: Facts and Responsibilities and edited
by eugenicist and American Birth Control League National
Council member Adolf Meyer. There she defines “what we mean
by Birth Control today: hygienic, scientific, and harmless control
of procreative powers. Thus comprehended, Birth Control places
in our hands the key to that greatest of all human problems—how
to reconcile individual freedom with the necessities of race
hygiene.” In one sentence, Sanger links the two ideas—free sex
and eugenics—that motivated her agenda, and ties them together
with what makes both possible: birth control.32

Let me emphasize that the above quotes are only part of Franks’
assessment of Margaret’s eugenics. Much of her essay is based on
Sanger’s words in the book that has been used throughout this chapter
(Woman and the New Race).

Let us move forward 91 years (from 1913 to 2004) to her grand-
son’s work. About it, Franks comments:

• Let us turn briefly to the arguments found in Alexander Sanger’s
book, just published in 2004, Beyond Choice: Reproductive
Freedom in the 21st Century.

• Alexander is Margaret’s grandson, and as an undergraduate he
wrote his thesis on her early activism. Woman and the new Race
falls into this period, and Alexander has read the work. Though
denying that he is promoting eugenics, because he thinks that
would entail the use of force in promoting or preventing repro-
duction, Alexander promotes eugenics nonetheless. He just calls
it “biology” instead: “All of humanity has benefited when
individuals have control of their reproduction. This is a biologi-
cal statement, not a eugenic one.”

• Sanger’s analysis of the history of eugenics seeks to exculpate
his argument from any eugenic taint. It doesn’t quite work,
however, because he makes several assumptions that cannot be
supported historically. For example, he argues that Margaret
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Sanger’s association with eugenics was fundamentally prag-
matic, not ideological, but she never renounced (and frequently
affirmed) the eugenic philosophy of Woman and the New Race.
Also, he presents eugenics as a giant scientific scam perpetuated
on the world by a handful of quacks. Yet almost all the promi-
nent scientific minds of the 1920s and 1930s were proponents of
one form of eugenics or another, and many of their claims
(although refined) have been given new currency since the
success of the Human Genome Project. For this reason, declara-
tions of support for a “new eugenics” have been common in the
last decade. Eugenics need not be unscientific, as long as there
is some basis for arguing for the heredity of certain traits.
Eugenics need not be openly coercive, either: the most prominent
American eugenicist for fifty years in America, Frederick
Osborn, popularized the “eugenic hypothesis,” which argued that
human beings naturally will choose eugenic reproduction when
allowed to do so. Indeed, Alexander Sanger winds up unknow-
ingly parroting Osborn’s hypothesis. The former thus claims to
avoid making eugenic claims, while the central argument of his
book is identical to that made by America’s premier eugenicist.

• A kind of “pro-family” argument has been making the rounds
recently (see the April 22, 2004 article by William Saletan in
slate.com, for example, that argues that teenagers, the poor, and
mothers of disabled fetuses are all more likely to have healthy
babies later, when they are better able to), but Sanger is one of
the few to frame it in explicitly biological and evolutionary
terms. The leap, however, from pro-choice/pro-family rhetoric to
eugenics is not so difficult, as Woman and the New Race showed
us. Rockwell, Saletan, and Sanger all argue that abortion serves
the goal of healthy families, and it is easy to see how disabled
babies would be considered manifestly “unhealthy,” both in
themselves and also for their families. Sanger makes the clear
jump from the issue of individual health to the health of the race,
and it is here that the discussion becomes explicitly eugenic;
Rockwell and Saletan might well protest that they intend no such
move. But their rhetoric provides no protection against this easy
move from a kind of socially concerned libertarianism to
eugenics—indeed their rhetoric promotes such a progression.
After all, if something is unhealthy for a family, surely it is
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unhealthy for society as a whole, and therefore, if you take a long
view, for the human race or the human gene pool as a whole. As
Margaret Sanger observed, if you accept that “unfit” offspring
are the reliable result of certain situations (such as poverty), you
have to accept that this kind of reproduction has repercussions
for society. Alexander Sanger relies on her argument when he
takes the language of Rockwell and Saletan to its logical
evolutionary and eugenic conclusion.

• In the end, what the eugenic rhetoric that Margaret Sanger has
bequeathed to us has given us not the liberation of women but
the sexual wounding of untold people, the scapegoating of
female fertility, and the death of many millions of children.33

WHAT IS IT ALL ABOUT?

Planned Parenthood is about a number of willfully ignorant people
inventing a plan to accomplish their aims. By “willfully ignorant,” I
mean that Margaret Sanger and the others whose words are in the
materials I have read are willfully ignorant of the Bible’s message
about the nature and will of God, the concept of morality in the Bible
(including marriage, sexual sins, the origin of the soul, and the purpose
of life on earth). It is not possible for people to answer hard (or easy)
questions without using the Bible.

Planned Parenthood is about a rebellious spirit. Sanger and her
followers are following the pattern of Israel in the Old Testament when
it comes to stubborn rebellion against the truths that they really need.

Planned Parenthood is about bad reactions to bad situations. One
bad reaction is to overstate the case, making it seem worse than it really
is. But often, this tactic is what makes it easier to get an audience and
convince them that our message is the solution.

Planned Parenthood is about sex, and sinful sex is about self. When
self is the main concern, then self needs to make all choices based on
pleasing self. Planned Parenthood is Jeroboam all over again, 1 Kings
12:25-33.

Then Jeroboam built Shechem in mount Ephraim, and dwelt
therein; and went out from thence, and built Penuel. And
Jeroboam said in his heart, Now shall the kingdom return to the
house of David: If this people go up to do sacrifice in the house
of the Lord at Jerusalem, then shall the heart of this people turn
again unto their lord, even unto Rehoboam king of Judah, and
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they shall kill me, and go again to Rehoboam king of Judah.
Whereupon the king took counsel, and made two calves of gold,
and said unto them, It is too much for you to go up to Jerusalem:
behold thy gods, O Israel, which brought thee up out of the land
of Egypt. And he set the one in Bethel, and the other put he in
Dan. And this thing became a sin: for the people went to worship
before the one, even unto Dan. And he made an house of high
places, and made priests of the lowest of the people, which were
not of the sons of Levi. And Jeroboam ordained a feast in the
eighth month, on the fifteenth day of the month, like unto the
feast that is in Judah, and he offered upon the altar. So did he in
Bethel, sacrificing unto the calves that he had made: and he
placed in Bethel the priests of the high places which he had
made. So he offered upon the altar which he had made in Bethel
the fifteenth day of the eighth month, even in the month which
he had devised of his own heart; and ordained a feast unto the
children of Israel: and he offered upon the altar, and burnt
incense.

He overstates the case (vv. 25-27). He encourages willful ignorance
(vv. 28-30). He promotes sin (v. 30). He continues the step-by-step
agenda (vv. 31-33). This short paragraph is the foundation for the next
250 plus years in the ten northern tribes. No matter how many times the
dynasty changed, it remained that Jeroboam’s agenda was followed to
the bitter end in 2 Kings 17, where the whole thing is explained again.

Will Margaret Sanger’s evil empire be around that long? Do we not
see that one person can “make Israel to sin”? Do we have anyone who
will dig up the history and warn the world?

Another way to answer the question, “What is it all about?” is to
ponder the chapter titles in the books being read in researching this
study. In the Preface to Blessed Are the Barren, John “Cardinal”
O’Connor says:

This is a sickening book, terribly difficult for any reader who
wants to believe in the integrity of the political system, the
judiciary, the legal and medical professions, the decency and
reasonableness of people in a whole variety of influential
positions. The story of deceit the book relates is devastating. One
can recover balance only by setting the book aside after every
ten or twelve pages, and reminding oneself of all the good and
decent and honest politicians and judges and lawyers and doctors
and nurses and social workers and others one knows.34
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In reading this (and other) books, I have found it to be quite necessary
to close the book and walk away frequently before I could go back and
read more. I have read more than 1,000 pages so far, and have been
“down in the dumps” through most of them.

Now to some chapter headings that illustrate my point:

Blessed are the Barren

3 “A New Code or No Code? Planned Parenthood’s Philosophy of
Sex”

5 “Planned Parenthood Competing with Religion”

7 “Planned Parenthood and Medicine: Motherhood as a Disease”

9 “Evolution of the ‘Right to an Abortion’”

11 “Planning for the Perfect: Planned Parenthood and
Perfection”35

Grand Illusions: The Legacy of Planned Parenthood

3 “Bad Seed: The Historical Legacy”

4 “Back Alley Butchers: The Medical Legacy”

5 “A Race of Thoroughbreds: The Racial Legacy”

6 “Selling Sex: The Educational Legacy”

7 “Robber Barons: The Financial Legacy”

8 “Strange Bedfellows: The Institutional Legacy”

9 “The Camera Blinked: The Media Legacy”36

Aborting Planned Parenthood: Documented Proof of Planned Parent-
hood’s Systematic Exploitation of Teenagers and Taxpayers

1 Aborting Planned Parenthood: Getting the Facts (Note: This
chapter is about what they found in a dumpster, SA).

2 The Taxpayer’s Daughter: The Scandal of Government Funding
of Planned Parenthood

3 Chalkboard Evangelists: Selling Sex in the Classroom

4 Prescription for Disaster: Teenagers and Birth Control

5 Rubber Soul: The Hypocrisy of “Safe-Sex”

6 Safe and Legal: The Nightmare of Legal Abortion37
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Margaret Sanger’s chapter titles are equally depressing, especially
since they are the reasons that caused the other books to be needed.

Woman and the New Race

I. Woman’s Error and Her Debt

III. The Material of the New Race

IV. Two Classes of Women

V. The Wickedness of Creating Larger Families

XIII. Battalions of Babies the Cause of War

XIV. Woman and the New Morality

XVI. Why Not Birth Control Clinics in America?38

WHAT SHOULD I DO ABOUT IT?

At long last we get to go to the Bible! What a relief! To be a person
who has been taught that the Bible is the Word of God, it is the
revelation of the One True God, and it has answers to all of the
questions that will ever matter is a great blessing indeed. And this is the
first thing that “I should do about it.”

After being exposed to any degree to any philosophy and vain
deceit, we need to go to the Bible. Read it, re-read it, and read it again.
Let its words soothe your soul, answer your questions, and challenge
you to action.

It is easy to get down about how wicked our own times are, but
reading the Bible reminds us that none of this is really new. All of
God’s people have lived in wicked times (Gal. 1:3-4). Surely members
of the church who lived when Margaret Sanger was alive and pursuing
her sinful vanities thought that she was making it hard for them, too!

Here are some “don’ts” for us:

• Don’t just buy into the Planned Parenthood agenda.

• Don’t become numb to the immorality of our age.

• Don’t let denominations fight these battles in our stead—as much
good research as they do, their ultimate answers are wrong, too.
But these battles must be fought.

• Don’t just sit there.

• Don’t fight abortion with the view that “we need to see that these
babies are born.” That is not good enough. If we are going to see
to it that they are born, then we need to see to it that they are
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taught the truth! What good will it do to eliminate abortion and
then watch them grow up lost ? We must think past life on earth
and determine to evangelize every person in every generation.

From the very beginning, God has done several things. First, He
has always made Himself known. He is God, He is the Voice of
authority, and He is the Creator of our souls (Gen. 1:1-31). Second, He
has always made it known that He has a will for us that involves
commandment-keeping, honoring His will for marriage and the home,
and refusing to do whatever He said we are not to do (Gen. 2-3). Third,
He has always made known His will regarding children and that they
are not to be abused!

• We are not to engage in violence against them as Cain did to
Abel (Gen. 4).

• We are not to leave them to themselves for their training so that
they succumb to evil early (Gen. 8:21).

• We are not to be guilty of verbal abuse that destroys the child’s
knowledge of his value (Gen. 21:9-11).

• We are not to be involved in any type of sexual sin with or
against a child (Gen. 19:30-38).

• We are to understand that a child is a person even in the womb
(Gen. 25:21-23).

• We are not to play favorites with our children (Gen. 25:27-28).

• We are not to hate a child (Gen. 27:41).

• We are not to engage in sexual lust toward a child (Gen. 34:1-2).

• We are not to abuse a child physically (Gen. 37:18-28).

What if Margaret Sanger (in 1913), or her grandson (in 2004),
would have started their research about children by beginning in
Genesis? How much different are the answers we hear today (in school,
books, music, TV, movies, news, the web) from the will of God in the
Bible?

If the world needs more food, Planned Parenthood proposes to
kill more children or sterilize more couples. To cope with sexual
desires, eliminate the consequences (children), because curbing
sexual desire is impossible. More venereal diseases, rely upon
antibiotics because chastity does not work. Fidelity is bother-
some, take the Pill, get sterilized. If killing a child is morally
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bothersome, simply redefine the baby out of existence. The
family is breaking down in the wake of the contraceptive-clad
sexual revolt, appropriate more money for government day care.
Faced with growing poverty, abort (kill), contracept, or sterilize
the poor. Johnny and Jane cannot read, never mind, give them
condoms and the Pill before they propagate any more of their
like.39, 40

CONCLUSION

And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness:
and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the
fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and
over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth. So God
created man in his own image, in the image of God created he
him; male and female created he them (Gen. 1:26-27).

Lo, children are an heritage of the Lord: and the fruit of the
womb is his reward. As arrows are in the hand of a mighty man;
so are children of the youth. Happy is the man that hath his
quiver full of them: they shall not be ashamed, but they shall
speak with the enemies in the gate (Ps. 127:3-5).

And said, Verily I say unto you, Except ye be converted, and
become as little children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of
heaven. Whosoever therefore shall humble himself as this little
child, the same is greatest in the kingdom of heaven. And whoso
shall receive one such little child in my name receiveth me (Mt.
18:3-5).

Give ear, O my people, to my law: incline your ears to the words
of my mouth. I will open my mouth in a parable: I will utter dark
sayings of old: Which we have heard and known, and our fathers
have told us. We will not hide them from their children, shewing
to the generation to come the praises of the Lord, and his
strength, and his wonderful works that he hath done (Ps. 78:1-4).

This chapter began with a series of quotes from the last chapter of
Woman and the New Race. Margaret Sanger was planning a world
where, among other things, “There will come ... a Jesus who will not
die on the cross.”41 I am sure that her eloquent rhetoric impresses
people, but I am sorry to say that we have lost Eden through sin; the
tree of life is no longer available on earth; sickness, disease and sin are
here to stay; and I am happy to say that the only way out is through the
Jesus Who did die on the cross! Human wisdom may be flowery,
appealing, and popular, but it is empty. We need the Jesus who died on
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the cross, rose from the grave, established one church, gave purpose to
life, and promised to come again. Let us not hide this story from the
children or parents.
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